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Abstract
A video stream consists of a number of shots
each of which has different boundary types such as
cut, fade, and dissolve. Many previous approaches
can find the cut boundary without difficulty.
However, most of them often produce false alarms
for the videos with large motions of camera and
objects. In this paper, we demonstrate that the
shape of the histogram difference between two
successive color images, called the structural
information, provides an important cue to
distinguish fade and dissolve effects from cut
effect. Our shot detection method uses an optimal
Bayesian classifier weighted by the structural
information to model the gradual transitions such
as fades and dissolves. The proposed method has
been tested for a few golf video segments and
shown good performances in detecting fade and
dissolve effects as well as cut.

1. Introduction
The cut boundaries show an abrupt change in
image intensity or color, while those of fades or
dissolves show gradual transition between frames.
There is also a slow change in intensity for
sequences with image motion. Many methods have
been proposed to distinguish the gradual transition
boundary from the intensity change due to image
motion. Typical ones include Twin Comparison [I],
automatic threshold method [2], model-based
method [3,4], and Bayesian approaches [5,6].
The most closely related work with the proposed
one is the Bayesian approach that has addressed
optimal threshold problems using a priori
knowledge for shot duration and shot activity.
While Bayesian classifiers are statistically optimal
in determining the cut boundary, they have
limitations when the probability density function
cannot model the shot activity properly. For
example, regular frames, cut and gradual
transitions cannot be separated properly because of
ambiguity between large image motion and gradual
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transition effects.
Specifically, Hanjalic & Zhang [6] use visual
discontinuity patterns to detect gradual transition
effects and fades/dissolves. However, it is difficult
to find such visual discontinuity patterns in image
sequences with cameralobject motion, and to
determine if they are true patterns for gradual
transition effects (fades/dissolves).
The proposed method, called Structural
Bayesian Shot Detection (SBSD), combines a
Bayesian formulation for each transition type with
the structural model, which is based on the
transition pattern shapes of filtered histogram
difference. It is shown that the cut and the gradual
effect can be modeled as a rectangular and a
triangular shape, respectively.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the Bayesian model for the transition
types. Section 3 describes the structural modeling.
Finally, Section 4 presents experimental results and
concluding remarks.

2. Optimal Bayesian Formulation
In [5, 61, two hypotheses, shot boundary or not,
are considered. In this paper, the following three
hypotheses are defined to obtain shot boundaries
using transition pattern shapes:
ho : no shot boundary (regular frame)
hl : cut boundary
h2 : gradual boundary
Three decisions are subsequently defined
according to posterior probabilities and transition
pattern shapes:
do : decide no shot boundary (regular frame)
dl : decide cut boundary
d2 : decide gradual boundary
We also define two feature vectors, frame
difference and transition pattern, based on the color
histogram difference (HD) between two successive
images. Now, we can define an optimal Bayesian
formulation as

2

= C w ( d i I hj,y)p(X I hj)P(hj) (1)
j=o

Decision = argmax (P(di I X, Y))
di=(dO,dl,d2)

where X and Y denotes the two feature vectors:
frame difference and transition pattern. Posterior
probabilities are multiplied by a weighting factor w.
The weighting factor w, which helps detect shot
boundaries correctly, is defined by

Here, S(Y) is one of the similarity functions
between an input pattern Y and the ideal transition
pattern of effects. If a hypothesis is equal to a
corresponding decision, w (=wii)means a correct
intersection between input pattern shape and ideal
transition pattern shapes of effects. If not, wjjust
contributes to deciding di. For example, weighting
factor works when two posterior probabilities for
regular frame and gradual boundary (fadeldissolve)
have similar values. A larger weighting value leads
to a corresponding decision. A probability density
function for each hypothesis is given by the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) [5]. A
Gaussian function (equation (3)) is fitted to the
distributions for cut and gradual transition, and an
Erlang function (equation (4)) for gradual
transition effects (fadesldissolves) and shot
duration.

applications. On the other hand, the shot activity
experiencing cameratobject motion is more
complex than gradual transition effects. Therefore,
the degree of freedom (DOF) of gradual transition
effects (fadesldissolves) is lower than that of
motion effects. It is important to consider transition
activity in gradual transition effects to separate
them from gradually changed frames due to motion
in images.

3.1 Transition pattern
The color histogram differences between
adjacent frames are defined as

where G represents the number of histogram bins.
In an ideal case, the cut boundary showing an
abrupt change in the HD is represented by a
Kronecker delta function
fd,[i] = aiS(i- i,) for cut boundary
(6)
Assuming that color or intensity has been
changed only due to video edit effects and the
brightness variation in an image is uniform, the
gradual scene transition such as fade or dissolve
has the form of
$i,[i] = / i r e c t [ y )

for fadeldissolves

(7)
rect(x) =
Clipping fd[i]
to the average of frame
differences reduces noises and motion in an image.
This clipped signal fdclip[i] is input to the next
convolution process. By convolving the fdclip[i] by
a window whose width is M and the magnitude
I/M, we obtain

After this convolution process, the cut boundary
has the form of equation (9) and the fade or
dissolve boundary has the form of equation (10).

3.

Structural Modeling

In this section, we describe how to extract the
transition pattern shapes of shot boundaries. There
are difficulties in detecting exact shot boundaries
in cases of camera motion, object motion, flash
light, and so on. Motion effects among them cause
most false alarms and degrade the precision rate.
To solve this problem, robust motion estimation
and segmentation algorithms are required, but
which are computationally inefficient for real-time

; (L)~)

fd,",";, [i] = 2rect -

1- 1x1, 1x1 I 1
0, otherwise
A golf video segment is used to test our
transition pattern model. First, we compute the
color histogram difference using equation (5) and
tri(x) =

an example of the color histogram difference is
shown in Figure l(a).
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that is based on the similarity between a pattern
feature Y and the ideal transition effect patterns
defined in the previous section.
From given filtered histogram differences as
shown in Figure l(b), detecting rectangular and
triangular shapes is straightforward. The existence
of plateau is checked for the rectangular shape
(cut), two triangle sides for the triangular shape
(fade or dissolve). Subsequently, their similarities
to the ideal transition pattern are calculated by
wj
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(b) Filtered HD between frames
Figure 1. An experimental result to test the
transition pattern model: (a) A color histogram
difference; (b) the filtered difference and
transition pattern shapes of effects.
In Figure l(a), we can observe that the sharp
peaks corresponding to the cut boundaries and
their values are relatively large compared with
other boundary values. In dissolves or fades, the
differences and the rate of change are small.
However, the difference values don't make flat
plateau. We can also observe that the difference
magnitude due to large camera motion is very
similar to that of the cut boundary. These
differences due to the large camera motion lead to
false alarms in most shot detection systems without
motion analysis.
Now, the differences in frames with small
camera motion are smaller than those of frames
with large camera motion, but are comparable to
those of gradually changed frames, such as
dissolve frames. These also result in false alarms.
Figure l(b) shows the filtered frame differences
that are generated by an average-clipping operation
and a subsequent local window convolution to
Figure 1(a). From this filtered frame differences,
we can observe that there is a clear distinction
between the cut and the dissolve boundary: the
rectangular shape for cut-type boundaries and the
triangular shapes for dissolve-type boundaries.
Based on these observations, we define the
transition patterns of edit-effects as follows: a
rectangular shape for the cut and a triangular
shape for the gradual scene transition such as
fade or dissolve.
3.2 Weighting factor wii

In this section, we define the weighting factor

where the third term of S, enforces the symmetric
properties of an isosceles triangle.
The final weighting factor w is given by
w(S) =

1
1+ 0 . 5 ( ~a)
/'

(12)

where S means the similarity value defined by
equation (1 1) and adenotes a scaling factor.

4. Experiments and Results
The performance of the proposed SBSD
algorithm is compared with that of the Bayesian
Shot Detection (BSD) using some video segments
taken from the PGA Championship 2000 and the
Showdown at Sherwood.
The golf video segments have various camera
effects such as panning, zooming, tilting, and lots
of gradual transition effects fades/dissolves. The
test data also contain large image motion due to
fast golf swing actions as well as camera motions.
Video segments of six different golf games
consisting of 12,000 images are used to model
probability density functions of the transition
patterns. A probability density function for each
transition type is fitted experimentally using ML
estimate. Frame difference for regular frames has
an Erlang function (equation (2)) of which n = 7
and A = 1.6. The distribution function for cut and
gradual transition effect is a Guassian function
with average = 50, variance = 150 and average =
15, variance = 16, respectively. A PDF for shot
duration has the form of Erlang function with n = 3
and A = 0.09. Figure 2 shows such probability
density distributions.

Figure 2. Probability density distributions for
each transition type (left) and shot duration
(right).
The video segment of the PGA Championship
2000 has provided very challenging shot
transitions due to large camera motions for
tracking golf balls. The BSD algorithm, without
exact motion analysis and object tracking, has
produced many false alarms in such a case.
The experimental results are summarized in
Table 1. Here, two performance indices such as the
recall and precision are defined as
Re call =

information by low-pass filtering the color
histogram difference between two successive
images. A rectangular shape is obtained for the cut
effect and a triangular shape for the gradual effect.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of the SBSD
method to detect the fades and dissolves effects as
well as the cut effect for some video segments of
real golf games.

Figure 3. Two pattern similarity probabilities:
gradual effects (up) and cut (down).

Correct
Correct
Precision =
Correct + Missed
Correct + False Alarms

The proposed SBSD method has achieved higher
recall and precision rates than the BSD method for
both video segments.
Table 1. Comparison between SBSD and BSD

Figure 3 shows two pattern similarity
probabilities for gradual effects (up) and cut
(down) for the testing video segment. There are
four shot boundaries (two dissolves and two cuts),
which are evident from the triangular and
rectangular shapes of the filtered histogram
difference. Note that much greater probabilities are
present in respective gradual and cut boundaries.
Figure 4 shows the detected shots by the SBSD
(1st row) and the BSD (2nd row). In case of the
BSD (2nd row), the last shot is falsely detected as
two shots due to large camera and object motions.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a robust shot detection
method combining Bayesian formulation and
structural information. We can obtain structural

Figure 4. Detected shots by SBSD (1st row) and
BSD (2nd row).
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